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ABSTRACT
Various techniques have been designed to maximize the use of ground penetrating radar
(GPR) as an exploration tool. Improvements in signal processing are expected to further
facilitate the accuracy of parameters derived from using GPR in certain geologic environments.
Common-offset GPR data were collected at the Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) in Beaufort,
South Carolina, and dielectric constants were calculated following the application of the
empirical mode decomposition (EMD) for dewowing GPR traces. Conventional signal
processing is applied to the GPR traces to provide hydrogeophysical parameter estimates such
as volumetric water content, porosity, and hydraulic conductivity. The results are validated
using a coincident vertical radar profile, existing hydraulic data from direct measurements, and
comparing EMD derived parameters with those non-EMD derived. The results of the
comparison between the EMD and non-EMD methods show improved hydrogeophysical
estimations from the EMD processed data. Dielectric constant (k) values from the non-EMD
method are outside the range of the values for all geologic materials (k#40). The subsequent
parameter estimates using dielectric constants derived from non-EMD processed data yield
erroneous results therefore justifying the use of EMD as a method in dewowing GPR data for
quantitative analyses.

Introduction
In the field of hydrogeophysics, ground penetrating radar (GPR) is just one tool utilized to calculate
hydrogeophysical parameters such as volumetric water
content, porosity and hydraulic conductivity (Gloaguen
et al., 2001). These hydrogeophysical parameters are
critical in generating an accurate ground water model,
especially in the case of contaminant flow prediction.
Standard methods for calculating these parameters are a
result of slug and aquifer testing, grain size and sieve
analysis, and general information from the geology at a
site (Rhine and Shafer, 2000; Siple, 1960; and Spigner
and Ransom, 1979). Boreholes are needed to complete
such work, which are expensive and provide point data
whereas ground water flow problems are two-and threedimensional. Hydrogeophysical parameters estimated
from geophysical data, in conjunction with boreholederived parameters, are important because of their
general low cost, ease of acquisition, and capability to
cover larger spatial areas than boreholes.
Supporting studies in hydrogeophysical parameter
calculation include work from Topp et al. (1980),
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Gloaguen et al. (2001), and Hubbard et al. (1997).
Work in parameter estimation starts with Topp et al.
(1980), where they empirically derived the relationship
between electromagnetic waves and volumetric water
content. Several equations, such as the relationship
between velocity, dielectric constants, and volumetric
water content, were utilized in the application portion of
this paper. Hubbard et al. (1997) used the CRIM
relation in estimating hydrogeophysical parameters that
relates electromagnetic velocity to volumetric water
content. In estimating hydrogeophysical parameters,
crosshole radar is the preferred method because of the
uncertainty of the electromagnetic velocity at depth in
the surface radar data. However, Gloaguen et al. (2001)
demonstrate that the use of surface GPR in parameter
calculation is possible by knowing the depths to
interfaces and matching them to the GPR reflections.
Gloaguen et al. (2001) estimated hydraulic conductivity
using surface GPR data and hydrostratigraphic data,
created synthetic GPR sections to further match the
interfaces to reflections, as well as used the KozenyCarman relation (Freeze and Cherry, 1979) to calculate
hydraulic conductivity. This work is dependent upon
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accurate velocity estimation, which in turn affects the
dielectric constant estimation.
The results from Battista et al. (2009) describe the
benefits of using data-driven empirical mode decomposition (EMD) to dewow GPR traces before ensuing any
conven-tional processing. The reasons for using EMD to
dewow GPR traces are that WOW noise 1) varies from
trace to trace, and 2) is not well defined and requires a
data-driven, time-domain operator for complete removal. Standard dewowing uses a time-domain operator
(Gerlitz et al., 1993) that requires trace-by-trace design.
The EMD method both precludes this requirement and
preserves signal attributes. The results are dielectric
constants of higher accuracy and greater precision on
the premise that WOW noise is more completely
removed. Following dewow, an amplitude gain function
is the only significant processing step applied. The need
for further processing is insignificant considering the
traces were acquired with high power and resolution.
We support Kutrubes et al. (1994) and Oldenborger et
al. (2004) premises that signal attributes required for
quantitative analysis of GPR data are highly sensitive to
processing, and that a minimal approach should be
taken in processing for quantitative results. This paper is
focused on the subsequent use of the dielectrics to
calculate and make comparisons of hydrogeophysical
parameters derived from EMD and non-EMD processed data.
Study Area and Hydrogeologic Setting
The Marine Corps Air Station (MCAS) is located
near the city of Beaufort, South Carolina in the Atlantic
Coastal Plain (Fig. 1). The geology and hydrogeology of
the Beaufort area was determined by Siple (1960) and
Spigner and Ransom (1979). A contamination vulnerability study by Rhine and Shafer (2000) that was
completed in 2000 by Earth Sciences and Resources
Institute (ESRI) of the University of South Carolina
further detailed the geology and hydrogeology of the air
station (Fig. 2). GPR data were collected to complement
the previous study, which included electrical conductivity, vertical radar profiling, seismic reflection data, and
gamma logs. This particular site was chosen for this
study because the geologic setting is ideal for radar data
collection because of the presence of sands.
Since the MCAS site is located within the Atlantic
Coastal Plain, Pleistocene sands are the predominant
sediments which overlie the Eocene Ocala limestone
(Siple, 1960). This information was determined through
previous works by Siple (1960) and Spigner and Ransom
(1979), core descriptions and geophysical logs such as
natural gamma. The cores from well BFT-2368 show
sands with very little clay content. The water table is

Figure 1. Study area and location of Marine Corps Air
Station (Beaufort, SC) with geomorphic provinces of
South Carolina.
located at approximately 5–6 m below land surface (bls)
(Rhine and Shafer, 2000) (Fig. 3). The core descriptions
along with the geophysical logs were later used to
correlate depths in the surface GPR section.
The hydrogeologic setting consists of two aquifers;
1) a shallow aquifer (0–22 m bls) and 2) the Upper
Floridian aquifer (starting at 22 m bls) (Siple, 1960).
The Floridian aquifer is widely known and studied
(Siple, 1960) (Fig. 3). The units in this section are the
Surficial Sand, the Lower Sand, the Basal Sand, the
Upper Floridian and the Middle Confining units
(Spigner and Ransom, 1979). The Surficial Sand is the
upper most unit (0–10 m bls), and contains the shallow
water table (5–6 m bls). Between a depth of 10 m to
16 m bls lies the Lower Sand unit with the Basal Sand
unit below from 16 to 24 m bls. The Upper Floridian
and the Middle Confining units make up the portion of
the Floridian aquifer between 24 to 35 m bls (Rhine and
Shafer, 2000).
Methods
Ground penetrating radar theory is described by
the Maxwell equations and the derivation of these
equations can be found in any electromagnetic theory
text, but it was introduced for geophysical application
primarily by (Davis and Annan, 1989). This study
focuses on the wave and physical properties as they
relate to GPR and water. In the dielectric constant
calculations process, an assumption is made that the
environment is a low-loss medium due to the high
amplitude and coherent reflections present in the data.
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Figure 2. Close-up of Marine Corps Air Station
(Beaufort, SC) study area (a), ground-penetrating radar
transect (MCAS-G1), well BFT-2368, and MCAS-2
seismic line shot points (b).
In a low-loss environment, the velocity of the electromagnetic waves can be written as:
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v
1
,
ð1Þ
n~ &
b
km0 e0
where k 5 e/c is the relative permittivity or dielectric
constant, v is the angular frequency, mo is the magnetic
permeability in free space, eo is the permittivity in a
vacuum, and b is the phase constant (Annan, 2005). In
GPR, dielectric permittivity is the material’s response to

Figure 3. Lithologic and hydrologic information for well
BFT-2368 (shown in Fig. 2), modified from Rhine (2000).
the electromagnetic energy and is often referred to as
‘‘relative permittivity’’ or ‘‘dielectric constant’’ (Annan,
2005). Further simplification of Eq. 1 to Eq. 2, by
removing the magnetic permeability and attenuation
components, can be done by assuming a low-loss
environment and materials with little or no ferric
components (Annan, 2005):
 c 2
,
ð2Þ
k&
n
where c is the electromagnetic velocity in a vacuum (or
air) and n is the electromagnetic velocity of the medium.
To have a reflection in GPR data, there must be layers
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with contrasting electrical properties so the radar wave
can be divided into a transmitted and reflected wave.
The amplitude of the resulting reflected wave is
dependent upon the reflection coefficient, RCn:
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kn z1{ kn
RCn ~ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ,
ð3Þ
kn z1z kn



1zRCn 2
,
ð4Þ
kn z1~kn
1{RCn
where kn is the dielectric constant of the medium
(Young, 2002). Once the dielectric constants are
calculated (Eqs. 3 and 4), the next step is to place the
values into the empirically derived equation by Topp et
al. (1980) (Eq. 5), which relates the volumetric water
content (Vwc) to the dielectric constants:
Vwc ~{5:3z2:92(k)2 {5:5|10{2 (k)4 z4:3
|10{4 (k)6 :

ð5Þ

The porosity (W) of the saturated zone can be
estimated based on the assumption that 100 percent
saturation is equal to the pore spaces being completely
filled or that porosity is equal to Vwc/100 (Topp et al.,
1980). The porosity for the unsaturated zone can be
calculated, but was not in this study because of the need
for further laboratory testing and results (Gloaguen et
al., 2001).
Hydraulic conductivity was calculated by using the
Kozeny-Carmen equation from Bear (1972):
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where r (kg/m3) is the fluid density, m (kg/ms) is the
viscosity, g (m/s2) is the acceleration due to gravity, n is the
porosity (estimated from GPR data), and dm (m) is the
representative grain size. For this project, the values were
r5999.7 kg/m3 (at a temperature of 10uC), m51.3073
1023 kg/ms (at a temperature of 10uC), g59.81 m/s2, and
dm50.0002 m (based on dry sieve data).
Seismic reflection and vertical seismic profiling
(VSP) data, as well as electrical conductivity and gamma
logs, were collected to interpret subsurface lithological
units within the study area. The electrical conductivity
and natural gamma logs correlate well with the
lithological units, the Ocala Limestone, top of the Basal
Sand and the top of the Lower Sand units. A common
offset GPR transect (MCAS-G1), using 100 MHz
antennas from the PulseEKKO 100 system by Sensors
& Software, was collected coincident with the seismic
reflection line MCAS-2 (Fig. 2). In common offset
acquisition, the transmitter and the receiver antennas
are maintained at a fixed separation distance (1 m) and
then moved by a set distance (0.25 m). Vertical radar

profiling (VRP) data were collected in borehole BFT2368 along the MCAS-2 seismic profile to allow
calculating velocities, volumetric water content, attenuation, and electrical conductivity; however, for this
paper only the velocities were used. Transect MCAS-G1
was used for EMD testing, and the processing steps were
completed in MatlabTM using the following flow: 1)
WOW removal, 2) amplitude correction for spherical
spreading loss, 3) pick horizons (in time) for changes in
velocity, and 4) conversion of reflection coefficients to
dielectric constants. Two parallel processing flows were
applied to the MCAS-G1 data with the exception of the
application of the dewow filter. In one flow the EMD
was applied, whereas a commonly used moving average
filter was applied to the other flow. The only processing
beyond the dewow filtering was the amplitude correction for the spherical spreading loss.
We interpreted the surface GPR section in time
based on the knowledge of the geologic setting and the
velocity profile from the VRP data. Three zones were
interpreted (see Fig. 4): 1) Unsaturated Surficial Sand, 2)
Saturated Surficial Sand, and 3) Saturated Lower Sand.
At the interface of the zones there are strong reflections of
high amplitude indicating changes in the dielectric
constants from zone to zone. As compared to the
interfaces, within the zones there are reflections of weaker
amplitude indicating smaller changes in dielectric constants. Since there are large changes at the interfaces, a
different velocity was used to calculate the kn in Eq. 2 for
each zone. By inputting the velocities we could account for
the large decrease in velocity between the unsaturated and
saturated zones and maintain the small changes in
dielectric constants within each zone. The velocities for
Eq. 2 were chosen based on the table of electromagnetic
velocities for geologic materials in Davis and Annan
(1989). Two velocity values were assigned: 1) a dry sand
and 2) a wet sand. Table 1 compares the two-way travel
time, VRP velocities, and GPR velocities used in the
parameter estimation. The comparison will be discussed
in further detail in the results section.
Results
Before the calculation of the parameters, we
wanted to compare the velocities chosen from the Davis
and Annan (1989) table with that from the VRP data.
With the exception of the Lower Sand zone, our
velocities are nearly the same. The comparison is a
validation that the chosen velocities are adequate for
parameter estimation. Calculation of the dielectric
constants is performed following the EMD and nonEMD-based dewow with a spherical divergence gain
recovery applied to both. Two zones are selected for
analysis; these are the Saturated Surficial Sand unit (67
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Table 1. Two-way travel time, vertical radar profile
(VRP) velocity, and ground-penetrating radar (GPR)
velocity along GPR profile (Marine Corps Air StationGPr-1) MCAS-G1.

Zone

Two-way
Time
(ns)

Unsaturated Surficial Sand
0 to 67
Surficial Sand
0 to 200
Lower Sand
200 to 450

VRP
Velocity
(m/ns)

GPR
Velocity
(m/ns)

0.15
0.06
0.055

0.15
0.06
0.06

values that are outside the range of those expected for
the geologic setting (30–40), in the non-EMD method
calculations than in the EMD. Between offsets 175 and
200 in the Saturated Surficial Sand zone of the nonEMD section, there are columns with values centered on
15 and 25, surrounded by values of a thousand or more.

Figure 4. Interpretation of ground-penetrating radar
transect MCAS-G1 (shown in Fig. 2) with hydrogeologic
layers used for dielectric constant estimation.
to 200 ns) and the Saturated Lower Sand unit (200 to
450 ns) seen in Fig. 4. The unsaturated portion of the
section in the Surficial Sand unit was not used in the
calculation of dielectric constants because of the
difficulties associated with the conversion from volumetric water content to porosity, which required further
information. The dielectric constant (Fig. 5) values were
restricted to the range of 0 to 40 for each method since
40 is the maximum value for a dielectric constant of any
geologic material. Generally, most of the values are
between 0 and 40, but the non-EMD method is less
stable than the EMD method with values higher than a
thousand. Taking a closer look at the two sections of the
non-EMD data (Fig. 5), the values for the Surficial
Sand are centered around 25 while the values for the
Lower Sand are approximately centered around 35.
Note that there are more columns of unstable values,

Figure 5. Dielectric constants derived from processed
ground-penetrating radar transect MCAS-G1 (shown in
Fig. 4) with non-EMD (top) and EMD (bottom)
techniques applied.
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The Lower Sand zone of the non-EMD section has a
similar issue as the Surficial zone, with values exceeding
a thousand outside the expected range of 0–40 for
geologic materials (Davis and Annan, 1989). The EMD
section shows values centered around 25 for the Saturated
Surficial Sand zone and values centered around 30 for the
Saturated Lower Sand zone. The EMD section has
variations within the two zones but no anomalous values,
in fact all EMD-derived values are less than 35.
A linear conversion from the dielectric constants
to volumetric water content was made using Eq. 5. The
section was treated in the same manner as the dielectric
estimation, with calculations made for two zones,
resulting in Vwc values ranging from 0 to 50%. Upper
limit restrictions were imposed because of the anomalous values caused by the non-EMD processed data
(Fig. 6). The instability of the non-EMD method is
evident by the columns of values outside the average
(40% for the Saturated Surficial Sand and 45% for the
Saturated Lower Sand) for each zone. Since the
anomalous dielectric values from the non-EMD method
were used in the volumetric water content calculation,
the resulting figure shows the Saturated Surficial and
Saturated Lower Sand zones having nearly equal values.
The difference between the EMD and the non-EMD
methods is that the EMD processed sections have more
stable values. The more stable values of the EMD
method do not over load the volumetric water content
values, and the Surficial and Lower Sand zones have an
average Vwc value of 25% and 30%, respectively.
The Vwc range of 0–50% calculated for the two
saturated sand zones corresponds to a range in porosity
of 0 to 0.5. In the EMD processed data, the porosity
value of 0.25 for the Saturated Surficial Sand is
reasonable based on the previous work by Rhine and
Shafer (2000) (value of 0.3). Using the GPR-derived
porosity values to estimate hydraulic conductivity (Eq.
6) yields hydraulic conductivity values ranging from 0 to
50 m/day for the non-EMD method, and 25 to 45 m/day
for the EMD method.
GPR-derived hydraulic conductivities using both
the non-EMD and EMD methods were compared to
each other, and to measured hydraulic conductivity
values obtained during previous work at the site for
validity. Previously, a groundwater vulnerability study
measured the hydraulic conductivity for the entire
MCAS study area using two types of data: 1) slug test
and 2) grain size analysis. The grain size analysis
typically overestimates the hydraulic conductivity while
the slug test underestimates the value, thus the wide
range of values for the site (Rhine and Shafer, 2000).
The values ranged from 1.5 m/day to 21.3 m/day, with
the GPR-derived hydraulic conductivity values within
an order of magnitude of the measured values.

Figure 6. Volumetric water content values calculated
from processed ground-penetrating radar transect
MCAS-G1 (shown in Fig. 4) with non-EMD (top) and
EMD (bottom) techniques applied.

Hydraulic conductivity values vary within the Saturated
Surficial Sand unit from 10 to 55 m/day, and 20 to 55 m/
day for the Saturated Lower Sand unit (Fig. 7) in the
non-EMD dataset; however, values were clipped at
55 m/day because of the anomalous values that exceeded 1,000 m/day. For the EMD method the values are
more stable, being from 25 to 35 m/day for the Surficial
Sand unit, and 35 to 45 m/day for the Lower Sand unit
(Fig. 7).
Conclusions
The goal of this research was to find a methodology that yields more accurate parameter estimation
than the standard GPR data processing. Another goal
of this research was to supply researchers working in the
fields of groundwater hydrogeology and near-surface
geophysics with a tool for quickly processing surface
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EMD calculated hydraulic conductivity, which also
maintained the consistent pattern of varying value
ranges as the dielectric constants, volumetric water
content, and porosity. The values of the EMD-derived
hydraulic conductivity compare favorably with those
from a previous study.
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